November 18th, 2021

Released IM-220AWA/AA-Z ice machine with
automatic cleaning function in China.
~Meeting Food Safety and Sanitation Needs
HOSHIZAKI SHANGHAI CO., LTD. (hereinafter referred to as "Hoshizaki Shanghai"), a Group
Company in China, started sales of the ice machine [IM-220AWA/AA-Z] with an automatic
washing function in October 2021 to meet the growing demand for food safety and hygiene in
China.
In recent years, the food service industry in China has become increasingly aware of food
safety and hygiene, and due to the impact of the COVID-19 since last year, demand for
products that meet food safety and hygiene requirements is expected to increase. Starting
with the IM-220AWA/AA-Z, the company will expand its lineup of products with an automatic
cleaning function, and provide sales and services to general restaurants, tea chain stores,
coffee chain stores, bars and other beverage outlets to accurately meet the needs of the
Chinese food service industry.
■ Main Features
1. Chemical cleaning by customers themselves
In the past, our products required disassembly and cleaning by professional service staff
to clean the water path with chemicals, but with this product, customers can clean the
water path with chemicals themselves. This new product allows customers to clean the
water path inside the ice maker themselves. By cleaning the water path frequently, it is
possible to keep the water path in the ice maker in good condition for a long time.
※ Washable ice making mechanism range:
All water paths where ice making water circulates, including the ice making water
tank, the water path in the water dish, the inner surface of the ice making chamber,
inside the pump motor casing, and inside the hose
2. Chemical cleaning with simple operation
Chemical cleaning by customers is completed by the following procedure.
Pour in the liquid solution
in the cabinet

Press the start button

Without removing the front panel, chemicals can be poured in from the dedicated feed
port on the front of the machine using the attached funnel. The funnel is translucent, so
you can see the level of the liquid while pouring, preventing the liquid from overflowing.
3. Reduction of working time by automatic return
After the washing start, the machine automatically performs the washing and rinsing
processes, and automatically returns to ice making operation after the washing is
completed.
For example, it is possible to start chemical washing at the end of business day and leave
the office without seeing the washing completed. The system will return to ice making
operation after washing and rinsing under automatic control, so that ice will be stored in
the stocker at the start of the next business day.
Product Specifications
Model

IM-220AWA/AA-Z

Power (button on TV, etc.)

Single phase 220V 50Hz

Ice making capacity per day

195kg (AT 10°C, WT 10°C)

Ice storage capacity

Depends on Bin volume

Electricity consumption

785W/930W

External dimensions

560mm(W) x 633mm(D) x 775mm(H)

[Release Date]
October 2021

Hoshizaki Shanghai was established in China in August 2004. With 10 offices in China, the
company mainly sells and provides maintenance services for ice machines, commercial
refrigerators, and beer dispensers.
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